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Learning math
can be fun
See pages 8 & 9

New president
says he cares
On campus just twice, Krueger wants
to know the dreams of the people here
By CHUCK FREDERICK
Editor-in-Chief

Darrell Krueger wants the
Winona State University community to know just one thing: He cares.
The newly elected president of
the university said in an interview
Saturday morning that he is sensitive to the needs and dreams of the
people connected with the university.
"I think I've learned already to
care about the university and the
community," Krueger, who has
been on campus just twice, said.
"I'm hoping to get a real good feel as
to what the dreams are for the university.
"When they get to know me, I'm
sure they will know that I will work
to the best of my abilities to help
them fulfill their goals."
He said he won't know exactly
what those goals are until he has
had the chance to talk with different
people around campus.
He did list the acquisition of the
College of Saint Teresa, the new
composites engineering program,
athletics and an improved library as
things he was excited about.
His biggest push will be for a
higher quality education, though,
he said.
"I think the country is being
threatened by a lack of education,
he said. "We need to have a better
educated society ... to help us be
economically competitive. I would
encourage more involvement between faculty and students. You
have to spend time if you're going
to learn something."
He spoke with great pride about
an assessment program he set up at
Northeast Missouri State University in 1973, while the vice president
of academic affairs there.
Through it, the school was better
able to find ways to improve learn-

"I think I've learned already to care about the university and the
community. I'm hoping to get a real good feel as to what the dreams
are for the university."
— Darrell Krueger
ing. Students were tested and questioned during their freshman,
sophomore and senior years to see
how they were progressing.
Through this the school was able to
find out where improvement was
needed and was then able to make
it.
He said that it is this experience
which makes him ready for the
presidency.
"I have grown in that role and
have grown to understand that
students' lives are affected in all
aspects of the campus."
He pointed specifically to his
experience dealing with the legislature.
Soon after taking the position of
vice president in 1973, he worked
with the city and legislature to redo
the political science curriculum to
include internships and other practical experience.
Of dealing with the legislature.
which is something he admits he'll
have to be affluent at, he said, "I
think being vice president for those
many years has helped me for that
role."
He also points to his upbringing
as something which makes him
ready for his new post.
Born in Salt Lake City, his father
worked as a park ranger in Utah
while he was growing up. Living in
the parks has given him much of his
sensitivity, he said. Prior to that his
father worked in the copper mines
and was in the Navy.
His mother was a professor at
Utah State University.
Growing up he enjoyed sports
and was all-state in football his
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senior year of high school. He played
on both sides of the ball: guard on
offense and linebacker on defense.
He went to Utah State, which he
described as a small teachers' college much the same as Winona State
used to be. He played one year of
football, but gave it up for his studies. A member of student senate, he
rewrote its constitution.
"I enjoyed student government
and I know what it's like to work in
student government," he said.
In 1967 he was graduated as covaledictorian.
He was awarded a fellowship at
the University of Arizona and studied for a Master's in the political
integration of Indians in Peru and
Bolivia.
While there, he met his first wife,
Verlene, and they were married.
They had a son soon thereafter.
On Jan. 1, 1969, with their son
Bill just 15 months old, Verlene died
of a heart attack caused by a rare
heart disease.
"I was left finishing my master's
degree and raising a 15-month old
boy," he said.
It was a difficult time for him.
"I have suffered some tragedy in
my life and I know what it's like. I
think it has refined me to be more
caring about what happens every
day," he said.
He remarried to his present wife
Nancy in September of that year.
He was graduated from Arizona
State in 1971 and served his dissertation at the Hila River Indian Reservation, living in a trailer during
See Krueger, Page 2
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Darrell Krueger, vice president for academic affairs and dean of instruction at Northeast Missouri 'State University at Kirksville, Mo., was
named the 13th president of Winona State University last Thursday

Vote unanimous
ST. PAUL — Winona State University blew its trumpets and rolled
out the red carpet Friday to welcome its new president, Darrell
Krueger.
Nearly eight months after the
death of late President Tom Stark,
and a search process that weeded
through nearly 100 applicants,
Darrell W. Krueger, 46, was unanimously named Winona State
University's 13th president by the
Minnesota State University Board.
Krueger will assume the position July 1, 1989. The two final candidates,

Krueger and Verna Armstrong, the
vice president for administration
and finance and professor of health
studies at Eastern Illinois State
University, underwent a final interview Thursday from the state board
before it made its final decision that
same day.
"This is the most responsible
decision a board has to make," Rod
Searle, president of the state university board, said before the interviews got underway. "(President
Stark) was a loving and wonderful

See Vote, page 2
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Jenni Pithchford, sophomore communications major, finds a comfortable position to relax in, while reading a book Monday afternoon in the Kryzsko Commons courtyard.
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a "fine university."

Vote
Continued from page 1
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Better than a balcony
John Rizzo, Sophomore undecided, and Corey
Lundholm, junior elementary education major,

get out on the porch roof of the The Gray House to
catch some rays Thursday afternoon.

necessarily will help with administering. A lot of intelligent people
can't administer. He can."
Continued from page 1
He said Krueger has a humanisthe week and going home on week- tic spirit "laced around a bright
brain.
ends.
"I haven't discovered any lapses
"The people loved me. I got to
know each of them," he said of the in his character from one role to
another," Krueger said.
Indians he lived with.
Winona State student senate
After being elected to Phi Beta
Kappa and being awarded a president Larry Lee, who sat on the
Woodrow Wilson National Fellow- presidential search committee, said
ship Foundation Dissertation Fel- Krueger's strongest point is his inlow, he took his post at Northeast telligence.
"His emphasis a lot is on quality,
Missouri.
While there he became good on putting students back to studyfriends with the university's presi- ing and back to work," Lee said.
dent, Charles McClain, the man who
This is the only presidential
nominated him for the WSU posi- position he has ever applied for he
tion.
said. After hearing many good
In a telephone interview Sun- things about Winona and Winona
day, McClain described Krueger State University, he sought the
simply as intelligent.
nomination and applied for the job.
"I guess everyone is intelligent Being a president is something he
in thisbusiness," McClain said. "He
He said Winona is a beautiful
has a keen mind. I don't know if that city, and is ideal for his favorite

Krueger

hobby - running.
"I've run around (Lake Winona)
already when I was interviewing.
It's a beautiful place," he said.
He said he runs seven miles and
lifts weights every other day.
Another of his pastimes is watching his four children participate in
sports.
His oldest son, Bill, is now 21. He
enjoys wrestling and won the intramural wrestling championship at
Northeast Missouri.
His oldest daughter, Amy, is the
family musician. He said she likes
to play piano and sing.
He called his youngest daughter, Susan, the family jock. Going
into eighth grade, she is a "one
person track team," he said.
He is to take over the duties of
president July 1.
"1 just can' t wait to get down and
get to work on these things," he
said. I'vebeen getting each day more
and more excited about the job."

For sale: 1985
Pontiac Fiero
Price negotiable
call for details. 454-2558
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Buy one tanning
package at
regular price
and get 2nd
at
1/2 price.
(Can be used by one person only)
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"Work ethics and studying are
not incompatible," he said.
He said that he needs to be further educated of the traditions at
Winona State so he can effectively
assume his new position.
"No one will fill (Stark's) shoes,"
Krueger said. He plans to do the
best he can by maintaining an open
door policy.
"I would like to know the people
here more intimately. I want to
know the individuals," he said. "I
plan to be out and about."

Winonan reporters Sue
Peterson, Julie Hinkes and
Stephanie Treat all contributed
to this story.
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Pizza & Beer
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$4.75
Thursdays 5-9
DOUBLE BUBBLE ALL NITE
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president who left us very quickly."
Searle said that it would be tough
task to choose a new president because the person chosen "is going to
be a major player" at Winona State
University.
He said that Krueger impressed
the board with his credentials and
his familiarity with a wide array of
campus and higher education issues.
Originally five final candidates
were chosen and came to campus
for tours and interviews, but
through the process three candidates dropped out of the race.
"Unfortunately we can't compete
with our sister states financially,"
Searle said. He said that two of the
candidates that dropped out of the
race would have had to take a "sizable cut to be our president."
Searle said that the presidential
search committee left them with
"two fine candidates."
Krueger accepted the position,
saying he was both "humble and
honored" to be chosen to lead such

In a press conference the following day Krueger said that his major
goal as president of Winona State
was to help the democratic society
be reinforced by having students
study more and become more competitive internationally.
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Student Senate Elections '89
Vote in the Smaug or Cafeteria

Thursday, April 27

For President:

Tim Meyer vs. Ted Klotz

By JANE HARTON

By JANE HARTON

Variety Editor

Variety Editor

Updating the library will be only one
of the tasks he will take on if elected student senate president said seniorbiologychemistry major, Tim Meyer.
Though Meyer said he has not had the
experience of participating on the student
senate as a senator, he has had prior experience with many organizations on campus and is familiar with senate proceedings.
He has been a Resident Assistant in the
Quad fora year and a half, president of the
Inter Residence Hall Council, treasurer of
Circle K, and the resident coordinator for
Morey Hall.
Meyer said he is qualified tobe student
senate president because he has been involved in the campus activities, he knows
the administration, and he has listened to
what students want.
"I have heard the problems. I've been
the ear, now I want tobe the voice," Meyer
said.
The issues Meyer wants to address next
year include the parking problem, updating the library resources, condoms on
campus, and the crowded cafeteria.
"I would like to use next year as a
learning experience if I get the position,"
Meyer said.

Student senator Ted Klotz said he will
work to give the senate new direction
next year if he is elected president.
A junior social science-history major,
Klotz transferred from Rochester Community College where he was a member
of student senate.
"We need a stronger voice than we
have had in the past," he said of the senate.
Klotz said he is most qualified for presidential seat because he is a member of student senate now and knows how the senate
body operates.
"It's one thing to know the issues, but
it's another thing to know the channels
that have to be taken to achieve these
goals," he said.
Among his concerns for next year are
curriculum reform, student rights, and
student aid. He said one of the short-term
goals for the upcoming year will be instigating mandatory evaluations of professors by the students.
Klotz was the author of the resolution
to allow students into the dorms on a
"first come, first served" basis. He has
also been active in lobbying for new kinds
of loans for WSU students.
One thing Klotz would like to see

Tim Meyer
He said his lack of senate experience is
made up by his ability to communicate
with people. He said he would work
toward relieving conflicts between the
senate and other student organizations.
Meyer also said that if elected to president he would post his office hours and be
available for the students.
"I want to bring the students' concerns
to the table," he said.

Ted Klotz
happen next year is more active involvement from the senators, and more action
taken by senate as a whole. He said the
senate is divided into so many subcommittees that the senate itself is not accomplishing goals.
Klotz said that if elected, he would go
to students to find out what their concerns are.

For Treasurer:

For Vice President:

Jonathan Thoreson unopposed Matt Kiraly unopposed
By LORIN DRAKE
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Senior psychology major Jonathan
Thoreson is currently the only candidate
running for student senate vice president.
Thoreson is second year in senate and
his is currently the vice chair is the legislative affairs committee.
During spring break Thoreson went to
Washington D.C., and met with all the
members of the Minnesota Congressional
Delegation including Rudy Boschwitz to
discuss the increasing problems of student
financial debts.
Thoreson wants to be vice president
because he has enjoyed working with the
senate and the students of Winona State.
"I fell that we have a lot of really good
senators who have accomplished a lot this
year," he said. "Hopefully, next year will
be even better."
Thoreson's primary objective if he gets
elected as vice president is to erase the
negative perception students have of student senate.
"rive talked too a lot of students who
have expressed extremely negative views
about senate," he said. "Many of them
weren't aware of the fact that I am a
senator. I would like senate to have a more
positive image on campus," he said.
Thoreson sees himself as a "compro-

For
Senator:
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By LORIN DRAKE

Staff Reporter

Staff Reporter

Jonathan Thoreson
miser and consensus builder."
As vice president, Thoreson looks forward to working with a new university
president an sees is as a real opportunity for
growth.
In his spare time Thoreson enjoys reading a wide range of literature, listening to
classical music and likes long walks around
the lake.

Running unopposed for student senate
treasurer, Matt Kiraly, a junior majoring in
history and political science, hopes to "promote fiscal responsibility in the senate."
Kiraly, who is currently treasurer of the
Alliance of Student Organizations, has experience working with funding.
"One of the things I learned as ASO
treasurer this year," he said, "is when to
say no. If you don't want to do this you will
inevitably face a budget freeze or be forced
into deficit spending," he said. ..
Kiraly, a second year senator, is this
year's academic affairs chairman.
If he does get elected, the Stanley, Wis.,
native plans to hold a meeting or workshop
to inform students on how the business
office on campus works in order to cut
down on mistakes and misunderstandings.
Kiraly said the most critical problems
facing senate are the budget freeze, or
budget "slowdown," and the lack of cooperation with faculty administration.
"As a result of poor communication between Senate and faculty," Kiraly said, the
faculty plans to no longer hand out sylla-

Seniors:

Sophomores:

Barbara Dynes
Stephen Davern
Casey Connell
Sarah K. Macklin
Dean L. Lanz
Steven Clift
Maria Malag

Todd Skarr
Maurice Bonin
Michael Anderson
Roxanne Rockvam
Tim Dahlby
Ching Dong Ting
Lisa Rainwater
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Matt Kiraly
buses to the senate for advising purposes."
Matt Kiraly likes to watch TV, playa variety of sports and listen to good music. He
also rarely misses a senate meeting.

juniors:
Steven Carswell
Dave Ross
Jim Gardiner
Pete Krall

James Burk
Dave Spande
Connie Hedrington
Grover Sanders
Chris Curtis
Jeff Connell
Lisa Davis

Kala Hanson
Jennifer Grape
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The smart vote
is for Tim Meyer
For his ability to communicate and his knowledge of campus
problems and solutions, the intelligent vote on Thursday will be
for Tim Meyer for president of student senate.
Tim Meyer is a communicator. And that's just what this
campus needs. He has worked in many student activities
throughout his four years at Winona State, and he knows the
administration behind the organizations.
Meyer will know who to approach when there is a problem
that needs a solution, and he will be able to work effectively with
them to achieve those goals.
Meyer is not a politically-minded person. He does not claim to
favor one party over the other. This is an essential quality in a
senate president. We need someone who is going to be totally
unbiased during a vote, and not favor his party's side in issues.
During his campaign, Meyer has stressed the fact that he is a
good communicator and can work with the students to find out
what they want. He may not have the senate experience of his opponent, but Meyer has held responsible positions in other organizations such as treasurer of Circle K, president of Inter Residence
Hall Council, and resident coordinator of Morey Hall. Obviously
he is responsible and won't shy away from his duties of student
senate president.
Klotz, who has pushed his experience in his campaign, has
only been a student at Winona State for a year, and has been on
senate for a shorter period of time.
Meyer has made it clear in his campaign slogan, that it is "time
for a change."
Those changes, if he is elected, will include updating the resources at Maxwell Library, opening up more parking spaces and
advertising about available space in church lots, and doing
Something to alleviate the crowds in the cafeteria.
Meyer is also concerned with the conflicts senate has had with
other student groups in the past. It is no secret that there have
been personality conflicts among senate members that have
caused problems. Meyer said he considers himself a communications person who would be able to bring these problems into the
open, and straighten them oui before they sabotage the students.
Meyer has said he will be accessible to students next year. He
will post his office hours and stick to them because he wants to
know what the students of Winona State want.

Other posts leave
little to choose from
With senate positions vice president and treasurer having only
one candidate each, students will have little difficulty voting
Thursday.
Senior psychology major Jonathan Thoreson will run unopposed
for vice president and junior Matt Kiraly will run uncontested for
treasurer.
At Monday's debate, both Kiraly and Thoreson walked out early,
not having been asked any questions. It's a shame they had no one
to debate.
Positions as important as these two should spark a little more
interest. Candidates should be knocking down the door at the
chance to serve in such an important position.
It's too bad.
Barring a major write-in campaign, these two should cake walk
into the positions.
Kiraly brings with him treasurer experience from the Alliance of
Student Organizations and two years experience on senate, this year
serving as academic affairs committee chairman.
Thoreson brings with him two years of senate experience, having
dropped out and later reinstated last winter. He is the vice chairman
of the legislative affairs committee.
It's a shame the students of Winona State have no choice.

Letters
Racism fight never ending
To the Editor:
The teenage trend to protest
seems to be on the rise here at
Winona State. While 60's issues
like the anti-war/ peace movement
are once again "hip", another issue,
the Civil Rights movement, seems
to be floundering. For those of you
who thought that the fight against
racism was over, let me enlighten
you.

support throughout the U.S. I
strongly believe that it's only time
for us to focus our attention on the
spreading disease of racism in this
country before we even attempt to
stop vivisection, Contra aid, or
eating red meat. Before you put on
another tie-dyed T-shirt or douse
your body in patois oil, try to think
what actions you can take in order
to help curb this frightening upsurge of racist activity.

David Duke, former Grand
Wizard of the Ku Klux Klan and
founder of the National Association for the Advancement of White
People, recently won candidacy for
local office in Louisiana.
(Louisiana's Blow Dried Wizard,
Newsweek, Jan. 23, 1989) Tom
Metzger's whi to supremacist cable
program, "Race and Reason", has
been one of the longest running of
its kind. Groups like the Aryan
Youth Movement, the White Aryan Resistance, and their violent
skinhead affiliates are gaining wide

As a member of the Syndicate, a
large anti-racist group consisting
of a number of teens from the
Midwest and Canada, I have become keenly aware of the obstacles
involved when attempting to fight
racist groups. Believe it or not, the
biggest obstacle is apathy. American teenagers are hesitant to unite
and fight. Cooperation is our most
effective tool. If we, as a unit, promote racial harmony and show our
fellow Americans that racism won't
be tolerated, things will change for

the benefit of all. The point is that
we must be willing to make a concerted effort.
Anti-Racist Action, based in
Minneapolis and Chicago, the John
Brown Anti-Klan Committee, in
Chicago and San Francisco, and
Skinheads Against Racial Prejudices
(S.H.A.R.P.), are just a few of the
groups available to the youth of
today. These groups stress education and direct action, and require
simply a little time, dedication, and
a belief in equality. I urge you to
wake up and smell the asphalt, and
to perhaps put the peace movement
on the back burner for a while. The
first step we need to take is towards
racial health.

Sincerely,
Jason Sanchez

The Winonan is written, edited, managed, financed and composed by and for the students of Winona
State University, with the university serving as publisher.
The Winonan generates 70 per cent of its income through advertising sales. The remaining 30 per
cent is provided by Winona student activity fees as a subscription rate.
The Winonan reserves the right to request verification of the facts from letters written and sent to it
for publication.
Deadline for all copy is Friday at noon prior to the date of publication.
Subscriptions are available from the business manager at a rate of $20 annually. Address all correspondence to: Winonan, Winona State University, Kryzsko Commons, Winona, MN 55987. Phone 507457-5119.
The Winonan is a member of, and is rated by the Associated Collegiate Press with the honor rating of
All-American. The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper by the Minnesota
Newspaper Association, the American Scholastic Press Association and the Society of Professional
Journalists, Sigma Delta Hi.
The Winonan is not published during exam periods.
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The basket weaver strikes
Peter Bremer

WSU ready to
go all the way
Well, the administration, after saying "No! No! No!", finally
gave in to student concerns and mumbled a grudging "yes", and
agreed to install condom machines in the bathrooms on first floor
Kryzsko Commons.
Students just wanted to play it safe, and so did the administration by somehow avoiding a controversy.
But it had to happen. A controversy I mean. Contributors of
scholarship monies to WSU are threatening to stop giving because
of the recent decision to sell condoms on campus.
OH MY GOD!
They somehow figure that since they donate money, (much
appreciated I might add) they then also have the right to dictate
policy when it suits them. By threatening to withhold contributions, certain individuals are attempting to impose their own
reality on the situation.
This doesn't sound like a purely philanthropic endeavor to me.
WSU is after all still WSU, even with the sale of condoms.
Surely the reasons for supporting the university still remain, the
most important being the quality and growth of the education it
offers.
So then nothing has really changed. The purchasing of a few
prophylactics hardly paints a picture of the student body engaged
in some sort of festering orgy on the Commons lawn.
I now address the following two paragraphs to the would be
Moral Keepers of this fine university.
There are certain facts of life. One of them is that young people,
call them college students if you want, are generally sexually
active. What then is so wrong about providing easy access to
condoms so that unwanted pregnancies are avoided? The "Pill" is
available to women through the health center, so why all the fuss
about condoms for men? When one considers the threat of AIDS,
they are an even more important safeguard.
Taking it further, sex can be a healthy, positive, beautiful
activity for partners, not only to enjoy when young, but throughout later life and into old age.
If you feel the same way, I hope you were at Tuesday's open
forum.
Pin a condom package to your shirt or suit. This will leave no
doubt as to your views on the subject.
It's ridiculous that such a natural and simple thing as condoms
can be blown so much out of proportion. But this is our university.
As students we cannot allow our voice to be drowned out by
others who mean to speak for us.
We must speak for ourselves.
We must go all the way.

Vote for Klotz

My biological, German,
Scottish, Irish and French
heritage has always been a
source of pride for me, but then
so has my American Indian
heritage. I'ml /4 Blackfoot.
That discovery was made
about age 10, and I've been
devouring books, pamphlets,
trivia and baskets ever since
then.
Baskets are my favorite. I
have 108 baskets strewn,
somewhat artily, about my
house. Big baskets, tiny baskets,
odd-shaped baskets and some
hand-woven baskets from
various tribes located all across
the United States.
My favorite basket is woven
from river reeds bound in hemp.
The lady that made it is now
residing with the Great Spirit,
but her spirit lives on in my
basket.
The basket is oval, 10"x8"x6",
and has a cover. It took her days
to make, and its beauty will last
another 30 years. Maida was
almost 60 years old when she
made my lunch basket. She
used 50 some years of knowledge and crippled, arthritic
hands to bind the reeds and
weave them onto an intricate
pattern that's not only beautiful,
but water tight.
Some of the reeds were died

Observations
Mary Johnson
with okra, others are died with
mulberries, but now the oncebright colors have faded to a
warm tan and soft reddishbrown.
The beauty of this basket isn't
in the colors or the design, but in
the pride and determination of
the hands that made it.
Maida had no formal education. What knowledge she had of
"readin' and writin'" came from
an older brother who spent some
time with her and a borrowed
book beside an oil lamp. Her
notes and letters were a unique
combination of misspelled words
and pictures. But she didn't need
to write. Maida's thoughts, her
entire self, are in her baskets.

Whenever I hold this
beautiful piece of art,
utilitarian art at that, I'm still
amazed at my friend. I see
Maida's honesty, hard work,
ingenuity and ability in every
curve. The double God's eye
handle is Maida's signature
and like everything else, is
true, sturdy and lovely.
My basket is a reminder
not only of the beautiful
weaver who was my friend,
but of a set of seemingly bygone values and virtues.
Whenever I'm not happy
with the speed of my life or
my accomplishments, I look
at Maida's basket and realize
it isn't how much we do but
how well we do it. I'm
reminded that age is a state of
mind and not an excuse.
Maida knew that for every
complicated problem there
was a simple answer. That
answer may be different for
everyone, but it's there.
I wouldn't trade my basket
for anything, but last week I
gave it to a friend. A friend
who needed to be told all the
things that are in that basket.
Isn't it amazing how the
simplest things can teach us
life's profound truths, if we're
only willing to listen.

Letters
Indian nickname is racist
fo the Editor:

In his April 19th column, \Glen
Gauerke claims that those who
oppose the use of "Indians" as a
nickname for the athletic teams at
UW-LaCrosse (and other schools)
are taking the idea of racism too
far. How does one take the issue of
racism and racist stereotypes too
far when such attitudes and their
concomitant actions have for centuries resulted in a policy of virtual
genocide for the Native American
people?
G auerke gives one good reason
for m aking such changes in his column when he states that signs such
as "scalp the Indians", which occur

all too frequently at the games and
in the newspaper headlines of such
schools, might give .children the
wrong idea about Indian heritage.
But by dismissing this argument as
weak, Gauerke proves his own lack
of understanding of Native
American's heritage. The practice
of scalping was actually introduced
to the Indians by the Puritans who
found it an easy way to prove how
many Natives they had killed to
collect a bounty the church and state
had put upon them!
Schools like Sienna, Stanford,
Mankato State, and here in Winona,
St. Mary's College, should be highly
commended for their decisions -

not ridiculed by newspaper columnists. Hopefully, UW-L will soon
join them.
Finally, if opposing the use of
such racist nicknames makes us
extremists, as Gauerke implies, then
we are in good company. The leaders of all major social movements,
people like Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr., Mohandas Gandhi, Elizabeth
Cady Stanton, were all considered
extremists in their day - but where
would we be today without such
extremists?
Stfidents for Social Responsibility
Antony A. Prodzinski

To the Editor:

Although in the past I have not
agreed with the student senate
policies or concepts, I do see the
need for this body and for its need
of effective, experienced leadership.
The senate can have an effect on
many university policies that directly concern students, not just
those on campus, but all students.
Off campus, commuter and nontrad students should have a voice
in the senate.
I believe Ted Klotz is representative of all students on campus and
off. He has the experience as a
representative in the senate and has
an ear to the students, all students.
I believe that this listening approach to problems will show

through, not only in the capacity of
senate president, but also in dealings with MSUSA and university
administration. The qualities of
listening, compromise and keeping
an open mind to opposing view
points are qualities that a student
senate president needs and qualities that Ted Klotz possesses.
The student senate president
should be elected on his experience
and compromising ability, not just
popularity. Ted is the best man for
the job.

Karl Nahrgang
Junior Non-trad

Limelight is still great
To the Editor:
I commend the actions taken by the

When the Limelight first began
some years back, it was established
for students as a non-alcoholic alternative to socially interact with
other students. While I have only
been attending Limelight this year,
I have seen its growth from a place
where only one or two people are
dancing to a crowded, sweat filled
atmosphere, where there's hardly
room on the dance floor to even
shuffle feet.
Lately there have_been several
serious security problems and while

staff of Limelight to secure the safety
of their patrons, there must be some
form of cooperation of those people
attending the Limelight to obey the
rules that are made not to ruin
people's fun, by to ensure the safety
of everyone. I think it's time that
everybody learned to respect other
students' rights to safety.
I would like to congratulate the
staff of the Limelight for increasing
the enforcement of their policies in
the past weeks (i.e. ID checks).
I would also encourage anyone

who has a student ID to come and
experience the enjoyment that can
be found at the Limelight. Come
not with thoughts in your mind to
sabotage the staff or cause problems, but come to dance to the beboppin music the DJs play, ready
to have fun with a bunch of your
friends and perhaps make some
new ones.
Sincerely,
Tina Strelau
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Search for director
in Rochester down
to final 3 candidates
By STEPHANIE TREAT
Staff Reporter

The search for a new director of

Winonan photo by Dave Rood

Calvin Fremling, biology professor, recently received an award from the Minnesota Chapter of the
American Fisheries Society for his distinguished

contributions to aquatic education and aquatic
biology-fisheries science for his work in the rehabilitation of Lake Winona and Weaver Bottoms .

Fremling honored lay peers
By JULIE IHNKES
Staff Reporter

A childhood pursuit of fishing
has led Calvin Fremling to the forefront of his career as a biologist and
an educator.
Fremling, a professor of biology
here at Winona State University,
was recently honored with an
award for his distinguished contributions to aquatic education and to
the aquatic biology-fisheries science.
"It was the nicest award I have
ever gotten because it was from my
peers," Fremling said, "and you
can't fake those people out."
ATTENTION
-GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES-

FROM $100
FORDS, MERCEDES,
CORVETTES, CH EVYS.
SURPLUS BUYERS GUIDE.
1-602-838-8885

EXT. A-7657
ATTENTION - HIRING!

Government jobs your area.
$17,840 - $69,485.

The award was presented to
Fremling by the Minnesota Chapter of the American Fisheries Society at its annual meeting.,
The society is comprised of about
200 fish scientists and technicians,
Fremling said. Members include
college professors and state and
federal employees.
The award recognized Fremling
for his rehabilitation work on Lake
Winona and of Weaver Bottoms,
which is a large expanse of the
Mississippi River.
"The Weaver Bottoms is a massive project that I have been working on for years and years," Frem-

ling said.
He was also recognized for his
part in heading an international
symposium on large rivers of the
world, he said.
Fremling said his studies in ecology and the fisheries science enhance all of his lectures. "I can tell
them (students) things that aren't in
any books," he said.
Fremling said his own experience has led him to believe that
research is an integral part of college teaching. Students have been
working with him and researching
out in the field for 30 years, he said.

"I don't know why this is taking
so long, but I do wish they would
hurry ," Reider said Tuesday.

Winona State University Interim
President President John Kane
called the three "an outstanding
group of finalists."
Reider said all the candidates
were competent and talented
people.
Kane and newly-appointed
president, Darrell Krueger, will
meet Friday to discuss the candidates' qualifications, with on-campus interviews following soon
thereafter.

ILDN G
SHORT

on Hair?

on Cash?

$3.25 cuts it...at the
Winona Tech
COSMETOLOGY CLINIC
HOURS: 9 to 4

Weekdays

454-4646
All work by students
under instructor supervision

Resumes * Coverletters * Interview Tips

On
Ficirner Road

'Let's worktogether to get the job you want.'

Professional assistance by an expert
Call for more information
452-6709
free estimates and personalized consultations
Renee Waldorf-Hop
5120 W. 7th
Winona, MN 55987

TREKBECAUSE
SINGLETIRACK
970
THE TERRAIN IS FIERCE.

Call 602-838-8885
Ext. J-7657

The ININONAN has
positions open
in the following
areas:
*Sports Writers
*General News
reporters
*Copy Editors
*Advertising
typesetters
Applications are
in the WINONAN office.
These positions offer
excellent practical
experience in your job
field as well as providing
school involvement.
Don't hesitate. Call now!

the Winona State University-Rochester Center has been narrowed
down to three finalists.
Mary Reider, who has been filling in since fall quarter when Leon
Zaborowski resigned to accept a
position in Colorado, is one of the
finalists.
The other two:
Carl Ellis: director of the division of continuing education, extensions, and community service at
Olympic College in Bremerton,
Wash.
Theodore Frederickson: chair of
the department of business administrations at St. Thomas College, St.
Paul.
The search began in December
with 45-50 applicants.

The decision is expected to be
made soon.

Winona Technical Institute

AT THE BANDSHELL
ON LAKE WINONA!

W.S.U.
SPRING FEST
1 989!!
SATURDAY, MAY 13, 1989 •
•••••• •••• ••••••• •••• ••••••

•

live bands from 1pm - 5pm featuring:

MEN AMONG THIEVES
opening for
TONY BROWN and the

Bring in this ad for a
FREE Frisbee with
the purchase of anyt,
bike shorts, shoes, °
BIKES LIMITED
or jersey

LANDING CREW

Also:
Tug-o-war sponsored by ASO
Root beer floats sponsored by College Republicans
Dunk Tank sponsored by The Limelight
Brats sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi
Volleyball sponsored by The Student Senate
And much, much more"'
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Bulletin
SSR Meeting
Students for Social Responsibility meeting. Thursday 2 p.m. in
Conference room 127. New members welcome!

Continuing
Education
Continuing education classes
for real estate salespersons will be
held at WSU on May 16 and 17,
Course fee is $50 for 10 of instruction. For more information and
registration, call Marian Hopkins,
457-5084, 109 Somsen Hall, WSU.

Communication
Seminar
Communication skills seminar
to be held Friday April 14, 21, 28
from 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. in Somsen 306.
x5084.

Scholarships,
The following scholarships are
available in Education: Fern L.
Nelson Scholarship-1 at $200,
Renewable; Glenn A. Carlson
Scholarship-1 at $350 Nonrenewable. Applicants must have junior
or senior status and must have
been admitted to teacher education. For further information or
applications, contact the Education Office, 152 Gildemeister Hall.

Nursery School

Composites meeting

Winona State University
nursery school is currently
enrolling children for the fall
session if they are three years old
by September 1, 1989. The nursery
is located in Phelps Hall 136. For
more information call Dr. Jean
Billman, WSU Nursery School
Director, 457-5362.

Monday, May 15 the Composite Materials Engineering Department will be hosting a program at
5:30 p.m. in Pasteur 120. Topics
will include: information for all
freshman and sophomores
interested in the Pre-Engineering
program, forms will be available
for Junior admission into the
program. Any questions concerning the engineering program will
be answered at this time.

Public Relations
Workshop

Conflict workshop
Workshop entitled "Managing
and Resolving Conflict" will be held
on five consecutive Wednesdays,
May 3, 10, 17, 24, and 31, from 6-9
p.m. in Room 335 Minne Hall. This
course can be credited to the American Management Association's Certificate in Management Program.
You don't have to be enrolled as a
WSU student to take this course.

Senate Elections
Student Senate Elections are to
be held on the 27th. No more applications are being accepted except
for election judges. Voting will be
held in the Smaug and in the cafeteria.

Adult Education
Applications are now being

WSU Fencing Club

WSU Small Business Development Center is sponsoring the a
public relations workshop of
Thursday, May 18 from 2-5 p.m.
in the Purple Rooms of Kryzsko
Commons. The fee is $10 and you
must pre-register by May 15. For
more information 457-5088.

Dou you like a good workout? accepted for adult students by the
College Republicans
Adult Education Foundation, a nonDo you like a challenge that's differCollege Republicans meet
ent? Perhaps you should try some
profit organization dedicated to
weekly on Mondays at 7:30 p.m.
fencing, with the WSU Fencing
higher learning for adults. For more
information, contact the ACEED
in the Purple Room 104. Interested Club! Every Wednesday night at 8
office, 109 Somsen, or call 457-5080.
students are invited to attend. For p.m. in Talbot Gym.
Ask for Pauline or Marian.
more information call Jeff or Al at
454-2357.

Vice President elections

International Dinner
International Students will be
serving their Annual Spring
Dinner on May 6, at 6:30 p.m. in
the East Cafe of Kryzsko Commons. Entertainment will follow
the dinner.

position for vice president of
student senate will be filled for the
remainder of the year on May 3,
1989. Applications are being taken
in the senate office. The nominees
are elected by the senate.

Calculator course
A course on the use of the
Hewlet-Packard calculator to determine cash flow of real estate income-producing property will be
held on May 16 in Minne 335. To
register, call Marian Hopkins, 4575084.

Fall
Pre-registration
Pre-registration for Fall Quarter
1989 will be held April 24, 25, and 26
from 3-6:30 p.m. each afternoon. Fall
fee statements will be mailed to
students' permanent addresses approximately July 10, 1989.

Internship registration

Walk-a-Thon
March of Dimes will sponsor a
WalkAmerica around the two
Winona lakes this Saturday at 9
a.m. You can pick up registration
forms at K-mart, WestMarc Cable,
KAGE Radio or from Joan Hopp,
452-4728.

There will be a special registration for internships only on May
23 from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Internship applications, available
in the registrar's office, must be
turned in to the appropriate dean
by Friday, May 5 to qualify for
this special registration.

Placement tests
Peace Corps
College seniors interested in the
Peace Corp will have the opportuntiy to schedule intereviews wtih
Peace Corp members in April.
Contact placement office.

The English and mathematics
placement exams will be offered
on Friday, June 9 at 8 a.m. for the
benefit of new students planning
to register for first or second
summer sessions.

GIOVANNI'S
'PIZZA
685 West 5th • Winona, MN
■

■

■

The Best Deal
on the Best Pizza
8 Days-a Week!!

Sunday
X-tra Large
Pizza
with 2 toppings
only
$6.95

i

Anyday
2 Large Pizzas
with 1 topping
only
$9.95

•

•

■

O'

.
•

Monday
Free Cheesebread
with any
Large or
X-tra Large Pizza
at Regular Price

•
Tuesday
Medium Pizza
with 2 toppings
only
$4.95

Wednesday
X-tra Large
Pizza
with 1 topping
only
$ 5 . 95

Thursday
Free Liter
of soft drink
with any
Large or
X-tra Large Pizza
at Regular Price

Friday
Large Pizza
with 2 toppings
only
$5.95

ASK FOR OUR FULL MENU
TRY OUR
SANDWICHES

454-3600

Saturday
X-tra Large
Pizza
with 2 toppings
only
$6.95

•
•
■
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Learnin math is j
By Chuck Frederick

In the end, both won two games and
got a sticker for their success.
he shuffleboard
math game is what
Winona State elementary education
professor Donna
Helble calls a pictorial method, which
utilizes pictures or
small demonstrations to show how

PLAINVIEW, Minn.

econd grader Jeff
Jensen looked relaxed Friday night,
leaning back in his
orange desk chair
and smiling.
"It's just about
eight o'clock," he the math works.
announced, sudIt is just one of three types of teaching
denly noticing the methods which go beyond "pencil and
wall clock. "I go to bed At 8:30. Who paper teaching," Helble said. This is what
cares. I get to stay up late tonight."
she is trying to share with these 16 stuJeff was having fun and getting to stay dents in the math methods for elemenup late too. Little did he know, he was tary school teachers class.
learning too.
The second method is manipulative.
Jeff, and about 270 other Plainview This utilizes concrete things, things that
grade school children, spent their Friday can be handled or touched to help utilize
night playing math games, learning lots math. One manipulative game played
and having a great time.
Friday was "Food forThought," in which
The Math Fun Night was organized students eat away at pretzels until numby the Plainview Parent-Teacher Asso- bers are made. They then take these tasty
ciation which invited 16 Winona State numbers and do computations with
University elementary education stu- them.
dents to teach half-hour classes which
The pretzels are the concrete element.
were anything but tra ditional.
"We're working with all five senses to
The game Jeff
help them remember
played is called Shufmore," Helble said.
fleboard Math.
An abstract teachIt required students
ing method is the final
to slide a penny along
method being learned
a white game card
by the students. It is
which resembled a
the most advanced.
MA 1-1
rc-‘;P:i‘j - f: Li
mt) A W.:INCA
checkerboard, every
Through
it students
us4-k 1-IPSDN
square filled with a
are able to do lattice
A
A Pf
different number.
multiplication, which
P:EX,E CT POD ,
Points are scored deenables them to see
riPsT
pending where the
how the multiplication
RAY: oN
[ALu.:
>WNY
penny stops.
process works.
YOui< 7,14,7EP.
'We're going beTeacher Julie Hopp
04: p:.Ntil LAt,:m or;
yond the textbook," exexplained the game.
plained Helble. "We're
"You want to make
providing enrichment
sure not to go outside
CU 70E :,,4jFi, Lu;;;Afil::.1n.1 ;XL A 10 ,.,N
and extension activithe piece of paper or
{EP,
ties.
you'll lose a turn," she
PIAYER
"Hopefully (these
Sti, /ION
said.
14 :341f1•1.f.;,0A;D
TAO
16 Winona State stuThe first player to
Nkit1K12,,,
,) PC:OR SIORM
PiP.0 iilQ 1X1tNTS '411•4 p1 (AM:.
dents) are going to be
100 wins.
TI1L ;4.7
RAYf.R
very creative elemenThe class moaned
PRin
tary education teachwhen it heard it had to
ers using all of the ac-.
count that high.
But the moans quickly turned to tivities we see tonight."
These "unusual" teaching methods
laughs and cheering as students forget
about the hard work of counting and should be utilized when students are
having trouble learning their math she
thought only of winning.
Jeff's opponent was Art Hoffman, a said.
She asked, "Don't you think you'd
dark-haired boy with a cherry kool-aid
mustache and a Who Framed Roger have been able to remember numbers
easier if the teacher had let you eat them?"
Rabbit T-shirt.
Sixteen different activities or classes
Art was one of the children to moan
over the work. But, like the rest, he were taught. The children participated
quickly forgot that he was learning and in four each.
For those 16 student teachers this is an
played the game. He just thought he was
extension of their class. It gives them the
having fun.
He carefully wrote each one of his chance to see what it's like to teach real
scores on the paper and started adding. children in a real classroom and to try
some of these new teaching methods.
He got close to winning.
"It gets easier each time around," Barb
"98+11." He lined the two numbers,
one on top of the other. Considering the Broers said of student teaching.
first addition in the right-hand row, he
Helble hopes the students will take
wrote down a 9 for the 8+1. Rethinking, these methods to their own classrooms
he erased it and worked on the left-hand after graduation.
"It's an excellent opportunity for them
row. 9+1 gave him a 10. He put the nine
to get some fantastic practical experiback at the end for an answer of 109.
He smiled proudly realizing he had ence," she said-.. "Math isn't just computations anymore. This is putting their
won.
creativity to work."
Across the room, an argument had
own the hall from
broken out between Christina Gossack
the shuffleboard
and Neil Dunn. The two accused each
game, third grader
other of cheating.
Dan Meyer sits qui"I'm still beating her. I don't even
etly, his big brown
know how I do it," Neil said.
eyes steady on his
"This is not fair," protests Christina
game board, which
when one of Neil's turns resulted in his
is a big flower. He
penny going off of the game board.
carefully colored it
"I'm on a roll. Let me do that over,"
himself using
Neil pleaded.
,

t; •

-

Christina Gossack reacts with surprise as Neil arst moves his penny to a higher scoring spa(

brown and
green crayons.
Teacher
Barb Broers
leads a game
called
Neighbors
Line Up. She
holds up addition problems, 3+3 or
13+9 and so
on.
The students' job is
to put the answers on the
checkerboard in the
center of
their flowers, Christina helps Neil with his addition.
trying to get
a series of numbers. The goal is to get as
"I don't have one, do I?" he said a bit nE
many series as possible.
disappointedly.
sa
Dan concentrated hard, first trying to
But in the end Dan ended up with a 1solve the math problem and then trying 2-3-4 series and was happy.
to lay his numbers down in order.
"All I want are numbers that get me to lo
"I got one!" he said excitedly. But on win," yells a frustrated student in the
second look he noticed that what should back of the room. The class laughs.
of
have been a nine in the 8-9-10-11 series
As does its teacher, whose smile is as to
was actually a ten.
wide as the children's.
fa
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Lst fun and games
Photos by Dave Rood

The Shuffle Board Math game board.

what it originally landed on in a game of Shuffle Board Math.

Elementary ed. major Julie Hopp helps Carla McWallen with her addition.

'You guys really did a super
" Broers said beaming happily.
o the best of
anyone's
knowledge,
this was the
first time
Winona State
has participated in this
type of activity on this
;e a scale. Helble said it is great
university-community relats.
kll teachers share ideas and new
hods she said. A number of the
inview Elementary School teachcame to the fun night to learn
t see activities.
Teachers are always looking for
Is to share with each other," she
herself taught second grade in
w for 17 years and said she still
tching children learn.
[id many of her teaching meth>icked up from her mother who
[urth grade and even her grandho was also a teacher.

"A

‘

"I love to see children interact and experience their math," she said. "That's
what we're trying to work on."
These teaching methods are certainly
different from what her grandfather
used, Helble a dmitted, but said he would
be delighted if he were here to see it.
'There are so many happy, active,
thinking children," she said.

Christina catches Neil trying to go again after his penny went off the paper.
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Variety
Twice the fun
during 'Twins'
By LORIN DRAKE
Staff Reporter

Danny DeVito and Arnold Schwarzenegger as twin
brothers? Pairing up Sly Stallone and Woody Allen as
long lost siblings would be a feat as unattainable and unbelievable as this one.
Yet, the makers of Twins managed to create a movie
with its comic theme centered around this oddity.
Surprisingly, it works.
Schwarzenegger and DeVito, part of a genetic experiment (they have six fathers,a and one mother presumably dead), were separated at birth. Schwarzenegger
was sent to a deserted island where he grew up as a
purist, reading literature and enjoying the simple pleasures of life.
DeVito, his brother's antithesis, expelled from Catholic school at an early age for making sexual advances to
a nun, has resorted to a life of crime. From one car theft

eview
to another, DeVito "sharks" his way around the underworld using his boa constrictor charm to capture women
along the way.
Schwarzenegger's curiosity about his supposed twin
brother leads him to travel to the civilized world where
he encounters DeVito behind bars.
DeVito relies on Schwarzeneg,ger's uncanny strength
(why waste biceps like that) and primitive but accurate
instincts to escape his assailants and assist him in his
criminal activities.
DeVito, remember best as playing pigs in movies like
Ruthless People, and Throw Mama From the Train, returns
more grotesque than ever.
The comedy in Twins is thematic in nature.
First, the contrast between DeVi to and his twi n brother
creates many misunderstandings and lead to may humorous situations. Schwarzenegger, whose only motive is to acquaint his brother, is unconscious of DeVito's
constant scheming and opportunistic affairs.
Second, Schwarzenegger' s apparent naivete and lack
of knowledge on subjects such as understanding common expressions (he takes the phrase "to lose your
cookies,' literally) create yet another level of comic
element.
It is, in fact, Arnold Schwarzenegger who gives Twins
spontaneity by, surprisingly, displaying a knack for
comic timing.
DeVito's role in Twins is more or less reactionary.
This, however, may be because the DeVito charac ter has
already appeared in almost identical form in so many
other movies.
Some of the comedy in Twins is well directed and
performed. The script is also lively and the plot doesn't
drag. Towards the end, however, the all too familiar
chase scenes leading to the heroic reunion are too chaotically arranged and the movie attempts to pack too many
events in.

U-PAC packs in
the entertainment
The end of the year often brings with it a feeling of
laziness, and the loss of any ambition to get things done.
But this is not the case with the University Programming
Activities Committee, (U-PAC).
With only four full weeks of school left, the members of
U-PAC have made sure that students will continue to enjoy
the entertainment U-PAC has brought to this campus during
the year.
Coming up this Friday at 8 p.m. in the Somsen Hall
Auditorium is Mark Nizer, a comedian/slash juggler.
Admission is $1.
On Saturday, May 4, U-PAC will be sponsoring a trip to
the Metrodome to see the Twins vs. Brewers game. The cost
of the game and bus will be $9 per person.
U-PAC is currently working on trying to get local bands
to perform at the annual court yard picnic on May 17, said
Lynne Erickson, U-PAC member.
The biggest U-PAC event is the annual Springfest, which
will be held on May 13. It will feature two bands, Tony
Brown and the Landing Crew, and Men Among Thieves.
There will also be a volley-ball tourney, tug-a-war, and
plenty of food.
Accordirig to Erickson, Springfest is in plaririing stages.

.
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Last minute details
Victor Robinson, post graduate social science education
major, figures out his tentative class schedule at the last

minute as he waits in line Monday afternoon to preregistar in the the East Cafe of Kryzsko Commons.

ips for landing that job
B y ANN RUBOTTOM
Special to the Winonan

You did it.
You tailored your resume to fit the company, sent it in and
now you have an interview with the personnel manager.
So you can sit back and coast through the interview, right?
Wrong. You have only just begun.
"Interviewing for a job is like a courtship for marriage,"
said Betsy Andrews, director of personnel, CTS, Inc., Minneapolis. "It will have an impact on you for the rest of your life,
negative or positive."
Andrews has tested and advised job seekers for 12 years.
She spoke at the "Communications Job Quest '89" in St. Paul.
You need to research the company before the interview,
she said.
First, find out what salary range is appropriate. If you're
asked during the interview what salary you will accept, don't
say you're flexible. That shows you haven't done your research. Also don't start out too low or you will never catch up.
You need to find out the product line of the company, how
large the staff is, how much variety the company offers, how
high its turnover rate is, and if the company has been involved
in any illegal or unethical problems.
The answers can be found by researching the company's
annual reports, the Corporate Fact book, or by contacting the
Minnesota State Job Training Program or an employment
agency.
You don't want to do that much work? If you don't
research the company thoroughly, chances are good you will
go through the process all over again. Because you won't be
happy with your job and you will quit.
Okay, you have done the research and tomorrow is the big
day of the interview.
Now you can coast, right?
Wrong again.
You need to plan what you will wear.
It isn't necessary to wear a blue suit br a gray suit, Andrews
said, but it is important to dress conservatively and professionally.
Wild hairdos are out and so are dangling earrings, excessive perfume or cologne or brightly painted fingernails.
You don't want to attract the interviewer's attention to
your attire but to your resume and qualifications.
Andrews said she has interviewed competent people with
outstanding backgrounds, but was so distracted by a wild
hairdo that she missed most of what the person said.
' "One woman had her'hair blonde On one
bttinette

Interviewing for a job is like a courtship for a
. marriage.
Betsy Andrews
on the other. I spent the whole interview wondering how she
managed to do that," Andrews said.
If you fiddle when you're nervous, don't wear clothing
with bows or jewelry that you can play with. Keep your hands
clasped together.
Your purse belongs in the trunk of the car. It will distract
you if you don't know where to put it. If you have to move
from one room to another, you may forget it.
Don't take notes at the interview. This is a distraction that
breaks the flow of the interview. The interviewer is forced to
slow down for you.
You also need to plan for how much time it will take you
to get there and if you need money for parking.
Practice the interview with a friend. Or by yourself in
front of a mirror using a tape recorder.
Take a few extra copies of your resume in case you have
to talk to more than one person. Leave a resume with
everyone you talk to.
It's finally here, the morning of the interview.
You're thoroughly prepared.
Arrive about 15 minutes early. Greet the receptionist
warmly. She's the first one you see and she can put in a good
word for you.
Don't have the receptiopist announce you early. The
interviewer is busy. Don't interrupt his/her work.
Take time to look around the room and get a feel of the
company. Does this seem like a company you could work
for?
When the interviewer is approaching, extend your hand
and shake until the other person lets go. Make sure it's a
firm handshake.
Take charge during the interview. Show your portfolio
and explain your work. The interviewer expects you to do
70 percent of the talking.
Ask questions. If you wait for the interviewer to ask you
if if you have any questions, you've lost the interview. Ask
about the company's training programs and other available options.
Explain how you will fit into the company and why you
should be hired. Use questions to lead the interviewer to
questions
• about . .
• - See Interview, paged 1.
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InterviewContinued from page 10

you. Don't ask yes/no questions
or too technical ones, that the interviewer may not know. Don't
embarrass the interviewer.
Be prepared for trick questions
at the beginning of the interview.
Such as, "Why would you be
perfect for our company?"
Andrews said, answer with: "I
don't have enough data to answer
that question right now, could we
come back to that at the end of the
interview?"
Be prepared to state your weaknesses as well as your strengths.
You may also be asked what personality types you can't work with.
The interviewer wants to know if
you will fit into the company and
if you will do the work.

Ask for the job even if you don't
want it. The second interview may "
be with another person and yoil
may come away with a different
feeling about the company.
After the interview, follow up
with a thank-you note.
A week later make a phone
call. Ask what other information
you can provide. Ask if you can
send references. But make sure
your references are prepared to
talk and not simply say, "yes, he/
she has worked here."
If you don't get the position,
ask for feed-back about how you
could have been more successful
during the interview.
Learn from you mistakes and
go after the next interview.
Research. Plan. Prepare. You
will succeed.
That's the succinct advice of
BetsyAndrews.

ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT-Fisheries
Winonan photo by Kirk Fratzke

Bye bye Cafe LA

Jim Reinertson, a construction worker with Gary Hall, a private dormitory, to be built on the sight of
Berger Construction of Waukon, Iowa, digs a hole the former Cafe LA resturant as it lies in a pile of
for the pouring of foundation footings for Fingall rubble in the background.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

Earn $600 + / week in cannery,
$8,000 - $12,000 +for two months on
fishing vessel. Over 8,000 openings.
No experience necessary.
MALE or FEMALE.
For 64-page employment booklet,
send $6.95 to M&L Research, Dept. 413,
Box 84008, Seattle WA 98124
30 Day unconditional,
100% money back guarantee

LAIY 33TAFF NEEDEDI
Water front, couselor,
program cooks,
R.N., L.P.N., E.M.T.,
at Tiwaushara, a Girl Scout
resident camp near
Red Granite, WI
Share the adventure.
Competitivesalaries.
Call Betty 414-921-8540
ATTENTION WINDSURFERS!

YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE
YOU COULD TAKE THIS SUMMER.
At Army ROTC Camp Challenge, you'll
learn what it takes to succeed — in college
and in life. You'll .build self-confidence and
develop your leadership potential. Plus you
can also qualify to earn an Army Officer's
commission when you graduate.
• Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It may be
just what you need to reach the top.

Don't forget to sign up
for MS 101 Woodsmanship
Course for Fall 1989!

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

The ice is out and the wind is
up.If you share, my love for
wind-surfing then join the
club the new WSU
Windsurfing Club!
Call Matt Sklar and Brad at

452-2427
R,N.'s and Graduate Nurses

Call Captain Rod Dixon,
454-5157,
and find out what 6 weeks
this summer can do for you!

Spend a rewarding summerworking
with children andadults with
developmental disabilities while
living on a beautiful 3700 acre lake
in central Minnesota. Salary
plus free room and board.
Call 612-274-8376, or write:
Camp Friendship
Rt 3 Box 162
Annandale, MN 55302
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Sports
Sluggers go Simpkins Award
to 74 in NIC
Football honor given to Giralamo in
rememberence of late WSU player

Warriors on top and ready
for big showdown with Morris
By GLEN GAUERKE

The Warriors are headed for a showdown

with second place UM-Morris (9-3) today at
Sports Editor
Don't start the festivities just yet, but the Morris. Those games could determine a likely
Winona State University baseball team is in
the drivers seat toward a sixth straight Northem Intercollegiate Conference (NIC) championship.
The Warriors used a successful road weekend to take three of four games from NIC foe
UM-Duluth to improve its top NIC record to
7-1. The Warriors exchanged a pair of blowouts on Saturday, winning 12-3 and losing 10O. On Sunday, the Warriors swept the Bulldogs 6-4 and 14-8.
Pitchers Brad Lange (7-1), Steve Ciuba and
reliever Chris Boscher picked up the wins.
The Warriors were beat by Mankato State
on Monday 5-0 and 7-2 however, in which
head coach Gary Grob said was the team's
only setback as it played a little flat. Its record
stands at 25-11.
Grob said that the team's hitting wasn't
quite as good as it has been, but said that he
was happy with pitchers Mike Troke and Tim
Poock who haven't had as much action as
hoped. Troke also pitched well in relief against
Duluth.

conference champ. They'll need to play like
they did against Duluth.
"We had some timely hitting and some
good pitching against Duluth," said Grob.
Grob said the team is basically on pace
from last season. "We're pretty much on track
from last year," he said. "The weather and
nagging injuries are hurting us, though."
With the three weekend wins, Grob has
collected 594 in his career and this weekend
when the Warriors play four games at home
against 3-8 NIC Northern State, Grob could be
closer to the 600 mark. "They've (the wins)
have come a lot faster than I thought they
would because the past three years we've had
good ballclubs," said Grob who only three
seasons ago reached the 500 win mark.
Game times against Northern State are
1:30 p.m. on Friday and 12:00 on Saturday.
The Warriors top hitting leaders are as
follows (based on significant at bats): Scott
Wanshura (.411 22 RBI's 5 hrs.) Todd Wanshura (.390, 14 RBI's), Dan Galvin (.37737RBI's,
4 hrs.) and Rich Cove (.319, 19RBI's).

By GLEN GAUERKE
Sports Editor
During the middle of winter quarter, the second
annual David Simpkins Memorial Award was
presented to senior linebacker Scott Girolamo.
The award was created by Simpkins' friends
and Winona State football teammates in his memory when a construction accident on Simpkins' job
site claimed'his life three years ago. It goes to the
most valuable player on the Warrior football squad.
Simpkins was the team's captain in 1980 and its
MVP. He was a three year starter at defensive back
and also had a 3.7 grade point average and respected as someone who exemplified Warrior
athletics proudly.
Girolamo was appreciative of the honor. "I
didn't know they gave an award like that out," he
said. "I wasn't aware of receiving it until two
weeks before. It was a surprise and it felt good to
receive it."
Still, the Mt. Prospect Ill. native and All-Conference performer said he wished he knew Simpkins.
"I feel privledged to receive it, but I'm sorry I had
get ge it under conditions like this," he said. "I
Scott Girolamo
never really knew him."
Girolamo's senior season and his career have been impressive. The hard hitting linebacker was a captain this year and led the team in tackles, (73) assists, (38), tackles for a
loss (6) and interceptions (3). Girolamo ended his career on a positive note in the Warriors
rout of Concordia-St. Paul. He had nine tackles, one for a loss, and caused a fumble.
Head football coach Dave Bassore spoke of Girolamo's character. "He's a great kid,"
Bassore said. "He's done a great job. He's had to juggle between being an athlete, a
husband and a father and we're sorry to see him go.'
Girolamo too, will miss playing for the Warriors. "I don't know what I'll do with
myself in the fall," he said.
His career statistics are 241 tackles, 146 assists, 22 tackles for a loss, seven quarterback
sacks, five interceptions and four fumble recoveries.

Hamilton paces WSU
Shot putter just misses national qualification
but breaks discus record at LaCrosse meet
By GLEN GAUERKE
Sports Editor

La Corsse, Wis. — Scores of
the Athlete's Foot Invitational on
Friday at the University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse weren't recorded, but
you can pencil in that the Winona
State University women's track
team fared well, as proved by ite
All-American shot putter, Rachel
Hamilton.
Hamilton made up for what she
called a disappointing day when
she broke the school record she held
in the discus (145' 1 1/2 feet) to take
first and requalify herself for Na-

bona's.
Hamilton also placed second in
the shot put, her best event with a
42'9" throw. The throw was again
for the second week just short of the
43%0 mark needed to qualify for Nationals.
Qualifying in the shot has been
11-1amilton's goal, one she reached
early last outdoor season, but has
eluded her thus far.
"I'm kind of disappointed with
the shot," said Hamilton. "I just
thought I could do more, it just
wasn't my day. But it felt good in
the discus," she said.
The six team meet saw other War-

nor individuals do well against the
stiff com petition of LaCrosse, which
usually saturated the meet with
several entrants in each event.
Lisa Robinson took third in the
10,000m (42:17 sec), which was a
personal best. Sheila Olson placed
fourth and fifth in the 3000m and
800m respectively. Shelley Lee took
fourth in the 200m. Also, Kathy
Perrizo took sixth in the 400m
hurdles- the first time she ran that
event.
Head coach Marge Moravec saw
the meet as a success. "On the whole,
I thought we did really well," she
said.

Men top 100 pt. mark
By LIEW WAI HON
Staff Reporter and

GLEN GAUERKE
Sports Editor
River Falls, Wis.— The Winona
State University men's track team
had its best performance of the year
on Thursday as it placed third in the
UW-River Falls Invitational.
The Warriors scored 101 1/2
points- marking the first time in 15
years that the team has topped the
century mark.
UW-Stout won the eight team
meet (138) and host River Falls was
second (120).
Wnionon photo by Chris Brooder
The Warriors had five first place
Senior Rachel Hamilton throws the shot for a put of 42 feet, nine inches,
during the Athlete's Foot Invitational held Friday at the University of finishes. Steve Farrell and Liew Wai
Wisconsin-La Crosse. Hamilton missed qualifying for nationals by Hon each won a pair of firsts. Farrell
two-thirds of a foot.

paced the 400m with a time of 52.13
sec. and ran the second leg of the
winning 400 x 100m relay (44.63
sec.). That team also included Dennis Noreen, Lance Westby and Wai
Hon.
Hon's other first place performance was with a long jump of 21' 5
1 /2".
Rob Holthus claimed his victory
in the 10,000m (15:55.6 sec.) and
Rick Ellinghysen's discus throw of
144' 1/2 feet rounded out the top
finishers.
The Warriors also received a supporting cast of three second places,
two third places and one fourth place
finish in its total.
Farrell claimed second in the
200m (23.03 sec.), Lou Heindenreich

was in the 10,000m (16:06.91 sec.)
and Todd Keiser jumped 40'10 feet
irfthe triple jump.
In the 1500m captain Joel Dudgeon claimed the third spot at 4:13.78
sec. and the 4 x 400m relay team
took third at 3:33.08 sec. Taking
fourth was Lance Westby in the
400m (53.96 sec.)
For the team's six first place finishes, head coach Bob Keister will
be digging in his pocket book as he
awarded pizzas to each winner. This
method of motivation will continue
to the conference (NIC) meet on
May 13.
The Warriors next meet will be at
UW-Eau Claire on April 29.
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Women's tennis
looks to Districts
By LISA HEIL

Special to the Winonan

The Winona State University women's tennis team added a pair of
wins to its record on Saturday despite bad weather that forced the meets
indoors.
The victories over non-conference opponent UW-Stout and conference
foe UM-Morris came after a tough loss to St. Cloud State earlier in the
week. They lost to St. Cloud 8-1 with Andrea Huntbatch winning the
Warriors lone match in number six singles. Head coach Joni Jacobson
said, "We didn't play to our ability against St. Cloud."
The Warriors match against Stout was a romp as they won easily, 8-1.
Dawn Bissing, Julie Kane, Molly Loftus, Kathy Heinen, Chris Schlitchling,
and Andrea Huntbatch picked up the singles victories. The doubles
teams of Bissing-Kane and Loftus-Schlichtling were also winners in the
overall effort.
In the nightcap the Warriors battled NSC foe Morris for a 6-3 victory
and ended their conference record at 4-2. "I'm very pleased with our
conference finish," said Jacobson as the Warriors equaled last season's
NSC record even though they lost threeseniors from the '88 squad.

See Matches, page 15

Nelson is true
student/athletes
Leader for women's golf team

.

By JOHN NICHOLS
Asst. Sports Editor

Success in everything is the goal of Winona State University woman
golfer Marni Nelson who was named to the Northern Sun Conference
All-Academic team for 1989 this past week.
The award goes to one student from each school who best meets the
following standards.
A minimum grade point average of 3.25, evidence of academic
excellence beyond the minimum GPA, evidence of participation in the
life of the university, and evidence of participation in at least two-thirds
of the varsity events of the individual's primary sport.
Nelson, a junior, has compiled a 3.7 grade point average in her pursuit
of a degree in exercise science, with an emphasis in cardiac rehabilitation
and physical education teaching and coaching. She has been named to the
Dean's list five times and received a Plainview Community scholarship
as well as a golf scholarship. While at Winona State, she has served as a
Winonan photo by Kirk Fratzke
cardiac rehab lab assistant, community and faculty wellness staff member
and board member of the health, physical education academy.
Kelly Carlin, freshman undecided, and Shelley control of the ball as they play a game of sponge
Nelson has also been active in intramurals and has participated in the Lee, Sophomore paralegal major, battle it out for polo Monday afternoon next to Memorial Hall.
programs associated with the American Heart Association.
Nelson, who graduated from Plainville High School, credits- hs
success to time management.
"It's very important for me to organize my time well and I think I do
an 0.K job of it," said Nelson.
She also gives credit to her friends and teachers who she feels have
been very supportive.
Nelson also has played a major role in getting the NSC conference
as four teams were ahead of them in also marked the 100 win for head champion women's team to the National Championship tournament
By GLEN GAUERKE
coach Mark Patterson, in his fifth held in Fayettville, N.C.
the standings.
Sports Editor
season. Pat Neder stole four bases
But
the
Warriors
redeemed
them"We are all very excited about our chances there, and I think that it is
When the Winona State Univerin both games.
selves
on
Sunday
by
sweeping
UMa
credit
to Minnesota golf that both Mankato State and ourselves made it
sity women's softball team was done
Against Morris, the team banged
with its Northern Sun Conference Morris 13-6 and 8-6 to even its NSC out 12 hits in each game as Ann this far," she said.
The six team field includes the two Minnesota schools along with
(NSC) doubleheader at Northern record to 4-4 and upping its overall Royce and Dunlavy again picked
to 13-9. The Warriors hopes are slim
Longwood State, Troy State, NE Missouri State, and Indianapolis State
State on Saturday, it looked as if
and they'll need some losses from up the wins. Highlighting the hit- Universities.
there would be no chance for the
top three NSC teams Duluth, ting was Marni Henke and Karen
"We've been working hard to get ready to play in Nationals and I think
Warriors to repeat making it to
Moorhead State and Bemidji State Zoulek who each hit the team's first we all owe a lot of our success to Coach (Bobbe) Carney, she has worked
District playoffs.
homers in game one.
to make the districts.
real hard for us and I think we will play well at Nationals," said Nelson.
The Warriors split with the
The Warriors played Tuesday
Against Northern freshman
The number sixth ranked Warriors play in a tournament in St. Cloud
Wolves, losing 5-1 and winning 8-3
against NSC leader UM-Duluth
May 1-2 before heading out to North Carolina for the National tournament
and its hopes looked slim for last pitcher Kerry Dunlavy picked up
the nightcap win on a three-hitter. It but was past Winonan deadline. May 8-10.
years' NSC second place finishers,

Its mine, no its mine.

Softball team will need help
to make District playoffs

Golf teams gain some experience
Men are 14th of 18
'KENT BAUMAN
STAFF REPORTER

The Winona State University men's golf
team finished its weekend by finishing 14th
in the 18 team Mankato State Invitational
tournament on Saturday afternoon.
Gustavus Adolphus' turned in impressive
victories as its Black and Gold teams tied for
first place with a total of 616. Host Mankato
State's Purple team was third at 617.
The Warriors carded a 690. Again, Larry
Norland led the way for the Warriors with a
36-hole total of 155 (76-79). That gave him 12th
place individually.
Other scores on Saturday included freshman Mike Krall's 94 coupled with a 81 on
Friday for a 175 total. Mike Cierzan shot 92-

88-180 and Bob Eyre shot 96=94-190 to round
out the foursome.
"Our team was plagued by having bad
luck, but unlike other team's, we had fun this
weekend," said Eyre.
The 'bad luck' was mother natare and eligibility problems, said Norland. "The weather
was bad the second day," he said. "We were
delayed by rain and lightening. "But we played
better than we thought we would because
we've lost people with eligibility problems,"
he said.
The Warriors are back in action as they
travel to Des Moines,Iowa, for the Drake
Relays Tournament which begins tomorrow
and will conclude on Friday.

D'I schools beat women
BY KENT BAUMAN
STAFF REPORTER

This past weekend the Winona State
University w omen's golf team took in some
pretty stiff competition. The Warriors were
outclassed by the predominantly Division 1
schools in Iowa City for a three day tournament with the Big-10 conference.
"We didn't stay (for the results) because
we got done early," said 'head coach Bobbe
Carney.
They also didn't have to worry about the
results because they knew they had taken last
place.
The Warriors scores were not at all characteristic of what they've been shooting. Shelley
Gronholtz again led the team, shooting 8483-90 for a 257 total. Sue Lentle 85-90-90-265,

Sue Slater 88-92-93-273, Marnie Nelson 9096-93-279, Michelle Langhough 96-99-99-294
and Peg Taubert 93-99-101-293.
The Warriors had a combined shot total of
1661."When we compete against Division 1
schools it's good for the kids to gain experience against that level of competition," Carney said.
Gronholtz agreed.
"We gained experience in the intense competition playing against Division 1 schools,"
she said. "It helped us prepare for nationals."

The national tournament, for which the
Warriors qualified during the fall season, is
May 8-10 in North Carolina and the Warriors
will warm up for that On May 1-2, Monday
and Tuesday in St. Cloud for a tournament.
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Men netters
serving for
District title
By JOHN NICHOLS
Asst. Sports Editor

Winona State University's Mike Larson gets ready to return a
volley during his match against the University of Wisconsin-La

The road to the district title contained a couple
of non-conference speed bumps for the Winona
State University men's tennis team before smoothing out again for the Warriors.
The University of Wisconsin-River Falls
handed the Warriors a 6-3 defeat Tuesday at the
Winona State University courts. It marked the
second time that the Falcons had topped the
Warriors this season. River Falls took the first
encounter by an even larger 7-2 margin.
The winners for the Warriors were Scott Meyer
at number four singles 6-2, 6-3 and Mike Em me at
number five with a 6-3, 6-2 decision. The two also
teamed up to take their doubles match 6-3, 6-2.
The Warriors were off until Thursday before
hosting the University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse and
dropping a tough 5-4 decision.
"We had a lot of chances to win the match but
things just didn't work out for us, we didn't win
the big points," said Head coach Robert Gunner.
The Warriors received a 6-1, 4-6, 6-4, victory
from Meyer over Dave Woldon and a 6-3, 6-2,
decision for Dan Bartels in the singles, while Mike
Winonan photo by Dave Rood
Larson and Dan Eckert 7-6, 1-6, 7-6, and Meyer
Crosse last Thursday. Larson won the match 6-3,5-7,7-5 while the and Emme 6-4, 6-3, teamed up to give the
team went on to lose the meet 5-4.
See Tennis, page 15
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Horseback Riding
Daily by Appointment
507/454-3305
Kids Camps - Stabling
Trail & Arena Lessons

E

Big Valley Ranch, Inc.
Riding Academy
E. Burns Valley Rd.
(County Rd. 105)
Winona, MN 55987

— — — Valuable Coupon

STUDENT SPECIAL!

PORTER
Community Memorial Hospital is seeking 2 motivated
individuals for Porter positions available in our Housekeeping
Department. Positions work approximately 40 hours per 2 weeks.
Positions qualify for health insurance, vacation and other
benefits. We desire a one year commitment for these positions.
Hours are 3:00 PM-8:30 PM weeknights with every other
weekend rotation. Lifting required up to 50 lbs. Some duties
involved are: emptying refuse containers, sweeping sidewalks
and entrances to building, refinishing floors with power floor
equipment, etc.The starting salary is $4.65 per hour. Applications
are available in the Human Resources Dept. at the hospital.

Two Small Pizza's w/cheese
and Two Items*
One order of Crazy Bread
One Litre of Pop
Only

$8.99
Includes all taxes and delivery to
your door step

452-8752

SPECIALIZING IN:

L *excludes extra cheese

exp. 5-17-89

LOWEST AIR FARES

PHONE 452-8752

SUMMER EDUCATIONAL TRIPS
GREAT CHARTER PACKAGES

— — — VALUABLE COUPON

—1

SPRING GET-A-WAYS

Buy one order of CRAZY BREAD at
Regular Price and Receive

FOREIGN STUDENT FARES

TRUST A WSU ALUMNUS

13 Ei

Tom Martin

34th and Service Drive
Winona, Minnesota
(507)454-5505

The 2nd Order

FREE!

Valid Monday's & Tuesday's
Only with this Coupon
Expires 5-17-89

_J

of Wenonah Travel, Inc.
Over 700 independently owned and operated travel agencies in North America.

Delivery Available 4:00 p.m. to close.
Looking for a fraternity, sorority or student
organization that would like to make $50041,000
for a one week on-campus marketing project. Must
be organized and hard-working. Call Jill or Corine
at 1-800-592-2121.

Min; Delivery Order $5.00
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Tennis

Rugby club is physical and
serious, but loves to party
and a cross between football and
soccer with two 40-minute halves,
Special to the Winonan
said Klinker.
"It's a gentlemen's game with
GLEN GAUERICE
both team's playing hard," said
Sports Editor
'Where there's a will there's a Klinker, who got involved by playway' seems to be the slogan for uni- ing on a relative's team. "But then
versity clubs this year as just ovet a going out and partying together
month ago another new club, a after the game. That's what rugby is
rugby club, was formed under the all about. We stick around and get
direction of sophomore Andy to know each other with a friendly
keg," he said.
Klinker.
Still, there's work to be done
Klinker received help from the
University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse s before the festivities. The club pracrugby coach to form the club here, tices two-three times a week, and
practices like the game is playedwhich has 25 active members.
Rugby is a very physical sport hard.

By JIM ANDERSON

"We just want to play the game,"
he said. "We really are a team and
we're serious about it."
The club has played two games
and one scrimmage so far. They've
lost to Luther College 27-0 and UWLaCrosse 7-0, but on Saturday,
played UW-Platteville to a 0-0 tie.
Klinker said the club is hungry
to score. "We just couldn't get it
across (against Platteville)," said
Klinker. "But we really did dominate the game."
Klinker said that the biggest
hang-up the club has now is getting
to work together because its still a
new club. "We've earned experi-

Continued from 14

Warriors two doubles victories.
The Warriors then took to the
road as they traveled cross-town
Monday to meet Saint Mary's College and hand them an 8-1 thumping.
"It was a good match for us we
played better in the singles then in
the doubles, but I'm pleased with
the win," said Gunner.
The Warriors swept the singles
play with Larson, Meyer, Emme,
and Eckert all winning in straight
sets, with Meyer winning both sets
at love. The Warriors only defeat of
the day came at number one doubles
where Eric Bakken and Ted Krons
Hanabel of Saint Mary's bested
Larson and Eckert 7-6, 6-2.
The Warriors overall record now
stands at 11-6 as they head into
district and conference championship play this weekend.
The district tournament is this
Thursday and the Warriors are
favored to win as they have defeated toughest competitor
Moorhead State three times already
this season.
A victory at districts would give
the Warriors a birth in the National
tournament.

ence, but we are still working as
individuals, not as a unit," he said.
"we're still working on our offense,
but our defense has played well."
The club is open to anyone who
likes a contact sport, said Klinker.
The club is tentatively planning
to play its first home game on May
13, during Springfest at 11 a.m.

Soccer club wins
The WSU soccer club won its game
against the University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse on Friday 5-2 at
Winona Senior High. The club
improved its record to 3-4-1. May
5th, the girls team will play LaCrosse at VVSH at 4 p.m.

From the
Locker Room

EVERY
THURSDAY
ALL DAY
SAVE THE MEGA WAY
Save on Mega
Margaritas

MEXICAN RESTAURANT
1415 SERVICE DRIVE

Matches

Glen Gauerke

Continued from 13

On the day, the Warriors
won five of six doubles matches.
Jacobson said the team was working on doubles pla y and that "there's
been an improvement."
This weekend, the team will play
in the Luther Invitational which
Jacobson said has stiff competition
that will be good for Districts. She is
allowed two singles players and two
doubles teams. Loftus will play
singles and Bissing-Kane will play
doubles. The others are yet to be
chosen by Jacobson.

is just not fair
"Duluth unanimous favorite to win conference". "Bulldogs team
to beat".
Ahhhhh!! Doesn't there seem to be a redundancy when it comes
to athletics and the University of Minnesota-Duluth? Whoever
knows the slightest thing about WSU athletics has to be sick and
tired of hearing about Duluth being the best team or that the best
players come from Duluth.
In practically every sport WSU competes in, (with the exception of
baseball, only because the program is outstanding thanks to coach
Grob and others) Duluth has better talent, more funding and better
facilities.
QUESTION? Why can't Duluth go somewhere else where they'll
have better competition in forms of money and talent? Are they
scared of equal competition? How about moving in with the likes of
a Mankato State instead of picking on the smaller schools in the
Northern Intercollegiate Conference (NIC) and the Northern Sun
Conference (NSC).
When it comes to District and National play, Duluth doesn't
usually compete with the teams in its conference, they're shipped to
a higher level to play and usually they don't do well because they've
been competing against sub-par competition. Doesn't that tell them
something?
Maybe they like the dominance or they are stuck with where they
are. I hope it's the latter, because they're doing schools like WSU an
injustice and themselves one too.

Correction
In last week's Sports Section,
the Winona State University
girls softball photo against the
University of Wisconsin on
page 15 identified the player
sliding into second base as Pat
Neder. This is INCORRECT.
The player was Missy Freder:
ick.

NEW NIGHTLY
SPECIALS!

CAPSTONE
GRAPPIC 3

With Special
$.35 Tap Beer

INCORPORATED

452-1234

529 Huff Street

Family Owned
and Operated!

Professional Screen Printers

NO SCREEN FEE &
THE LOWEST PRICE! PERIOD

454-364 2

CAPSTONE GRAPHICS, INC.
54 PLAZA EAST
WINONA MN 55987

4.EAL

MONDAY

3 Tacos $1.99

Taco Night
$. 25 Fountain Pop with Special!

TUESDAY

Spaghetti Night

10% Off All Spaghetti

$. 25 Fountain Pop with Special!

WEDNESDAY

$2.49

Personal Pizza Night
1 6-inch, 2-ingredient plus pop
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Sara has always know n exactly what she is going to do with her
life. She came to Winona State to get her degree in three years,
and advance to graduate school thereafter.
With Sara's education, the skills of good writing, interpersonal
communication and information processing will take her even
further toward her goal.
And those skills can be mastered working at the students'
newspaper.

Not just for mas - communication student ,
Applications for staff positions now being accepted

Winonan
Kryzsko Commons
Winona State University
Winona, MN 55987
(507) 457-5119
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